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L96.1
LEKH 96 SEWA—SERVICE
But if he eliminates his self-conceit and then performs service, he shall be
honored.

Showing ‘mercy’ is a superior virtue among divine virtues and is the
foundation of religion. One who is devoid of mercy will not have the desire to
sympathize, pity, or help someone else, For this reason, without ‘mercy ’ we cannot
do service for others . Gurbani mentions the importance of ‘mercy’ thus -1.

The mythical bull is Dharma, the son of compassion or mercy.

3

2.

One knows the Truth only when he receives true instruction.
Showing mercy to other beings, he makes donations to charities.

468

3.

Kindness as their deity, and forgiveness as their chanting beads - they are supreme.
1245

4.

The Guru makes him practise truth, contentment, dharma, name, charity and ablution.
Adopting the teachings of the Guru, the individual is called a Sikh of the Guru.VBG 11/3

‘Mercy towards the living’ includes serving –
Orphans
Widows
The disabled
The blind
The sick
The aged
The needy
etc. human beings and animals-birds by looking after them and caring for them. In
such service of mankind , apart from physical service, one’s ‘self’ has to be
sacrificed too—for this reason if such service is done with feelings of love for the
Guru, then it is extremely beneficial and salvation giving.
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Before the advent of the Gurus, in this world there were various types of ritesrituals prevailing in which even the religious leaders were engrossed. The Gurus
taking pity on us blessed us with Divine Gurbani to take us out of these insipid and
hollow rites-rituals, and through the correct ‘life-direction’ gave us the lesson of
bonding with –
Love-relish
Love-cup
Life-current
Ambroisal nectar
Shabad (divine word)
Naam.
But we have got ourselves entangled again in those doubt-fallacies,
superstitions, hollow-peractices and rites-rituals. Although our rites-rituals now are
different from the previous ones, behind these rites-rituals there is a personal
selfish desire. These selfish ego-ridden rites-rituals without spiritual life-current
and lofty-pure love feeling, have remained hollow dead practices.
1.

Those who forget the Naam and do other things,
O Nanak, will be bound and gagged and beaten in the City of Death, like the
thief caught red-handed.
1247

2.

I have tried many methods, but by turning it away, the noose of doubt is not turned
away.
Love and devotion have not welled up within me, and so Ravi Daas is sad and
depressed.
346

3.

As long as his mind is disturbed by waves, he is caught in ego and egotistical pride.
He does not find the taste of the Shabad, and he does not embrace love for the Name.
His service is not accepted; worrying and worrying, he wastes away in misery. (1247)

Through ritualistic services, under the cover of religion -Jealousy
Duality
Hatred
Impatience
Pain
Suffering
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Struggle
Fanaticism
Fights
Quarrels
Passion (lust)
Anger
Greed
Attachment
Egotism etc.
the demerits are indeed on the rise.
With these insipid religious disciplines, we regard ourselves as ‘noble’ and
look down upon others. Sharpening the horns of our intellect with knowledge that
is read, heard, incomplete, hollow, we are ever ready to ‘churn the water’ of our
dry knowledge through debates with others. Regarding this as religious service we
are indeed pandering our ego, are making it even stronger.
In other words doing the service of such religious propagation has indeed
become our intellectual ‘hobby’.
1.

He wanders around babbling and speaking, but he does not understand the Lord's
Command at all. He is blind, the falsest of the false.
(509)

2.

Everyone talks about spiritual wisdom and spiritual knowledge. Talking, talking, they
argue, and suffer.
(831)

3.

One who talks too much without love, speaks falsely, and obtains only false rewards .
(881)

In this way the focus of our attention does not rise above the desire of ‘meminess’ and in the course of doubt-fallacies, we are becoming ignorant and
indifferent towards the real ‘spiritual direction’ of life.
We are indeed expecting the fulfilment of our goals just by doing a little
service-4.
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His service is insignificant, but his demands are very great.
He does not obtain the Mansion of the Lord's Presence, but he says that he has arrived
there.
(738)
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If our goal is not fulfilled, we turn our face away from God and becoming
atheist, we begin to preach against the religious path.
If someone does religious service for religious salvation, that too is done with
a careless, indifferent, double-minded and superficial heart, because we do not have
the understanding or knowledge of the real spiritual ‘life-direction’ and the little
spiritual knowledge we have, is indeed incomplete, imperfect and wrong.
Thus in our daily lives instead of priority being given to ‘religious service’ it is
given to ‘materialistic service’.
Since numerous previous births, we have been abiding in the materialistic
realm and the thoughts, feeling, faith of ‘me-miness’ have become so ingrained in
us that despite so many religions and religious preaching, we have been unable to
come out of the imprisonment of the doubt-fallacy of the egoistic cell.
All our thoughts, thinking, actions, service, worship, devotion etc. are circling
around our own egotism. Regarding this as religion, we sit satisfied.
Therefore, our various types of services and efforts are indeed the ‘play’ of
triguni materialistic realm of ‘second love’ in the doubt fallacy of egotism.
1.

In ego they become truthful or false.
In ego they reflect on virtue and sin.
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2.

Ego is opposed to the Name of the Lord; the two do not dwell in the same place.
In egotism, selfless service cannot be performed, and so the soul goes unfulfilled.
(560)

3.

Those who make pilgrimages to sacred shrines, observe ritualistic fasts and make
donations to charity while still taking pride in their minds –
O Nanak, their actions are useless, like the elephant, who takes a bath, and then rolls
in the dust.
(1428)

It is clear from the above (Gurbani ) lines that in the triguni (three-phased)
materialistic realm, whatever actions or service we do with the desire of ego-ridden
‘me-mineness –they all come under Karmic Law and making us ‘action-bound’ put
us under the control of yamas (couriers of death).
4
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Acting in egotism, selfishness and conceit, the lovers of rituals carry the
unbearable load.
When there is no love for the Naam, then these rituals are corrupt. (252)

1

As long as this mortal thinks that he is the one who does things,
he shall wander in reincarnation through the womb.
(278)

Despite the abundance and flourishing of recitation-worship,
fasting-vows, pilgrimage baths, service, charity, good deeds, benevolence,
religious rites, religious propagation, libraries, rites-rituals etc. , the state of
our religion and spiritually is decaying because all these are done with the
desire of ‘me-mineness’ of the ego-ridden mind and are keeping us
entangled in the triguni (three phased) materialistic realm.
In reality no act or action can be said to be good or bad in itself. It can
be said to be good or bad only after knowing the ‘motive’ behind it.
If the physical, materialistic, political, mental, intellectual powers are
utilized with lofty pure divine inclination, then the actions are said to be (or
fall in the category of) charity, goodness, benevolence or service, but if they
are used with base inclinations or for personal gain, then those actions are
said to be (or fall in the category of) ‘sin’-‘ tyranny’.
2

They commit sins, under the influence of the five thieves.

(1348)

3

Those who sin again and again, shall rot and die in sin.

(36)

As an illustration, the upbringing of a child is done by the mother as
well as the nurse. But there is a great difference between the ‘service’ of
these two .The nurse serves the child and does her duty for her livelihood.
On the other hand, the ‘mother’ under the influence her ‘motherly love’
sacrifices her ‘self’ in nurturing and serving the child and she –
Does not put on a show
Does not complain of difficulty
Does not expect praise
Does not remind (of the service she rendered)
Does not ask for reward
Does not get bored
Does not get tired
while doing this hard work (of bringing up the child).
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For this reason, of all the services of the materialistic world, the service of
‘mother-love’ is distinct, super natural, without desire for reward, difficult, hard,
long lasting, or is regarded as the loftiest service of her whole life.
In other words this ‘mother-love’ is indeed the reflection and symbol of
‘Divine love’ in this materialistic realm which is manifested and expressed through
mother’s heart.
This ‘mother-love’ is not just limited to human beings but it also exists among
other species of this universe.
For this reason to compare ‘Divine love’ with ‘mother-love’, beautiful
examples are given in Gurbani—
1

Just as the mother protects her children, God nurtures and cares for us.

2

The Dear Lord is my mother, the Dear Lord is my father; the Dear Lord cherishes and
nurtures me.
The Dear Lord takes care of me; I am the child of the Lord.
Slowly and steadily, He feeds me; He never fails.
(1101)

3

He plays with me, He fondles and caresses me. Forever and ever, He blesses me with
bliss.
He cherishes me, just like the father and the mother love their child. (1213)

From the above discussion, it is clear that in the materialistic realm,
the services that we do are the result of
reading - teaching
listening -telling
learning - coaching
understanding –making others understand
copying
imitating
following customary practices
doing under compulsion
self-interest
fulfillment of desires
establishing religious conviction.
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(680)

Among the services of materialistic realm, mother’s ‘service’ for her child
is regarded as outstanding and without desire for reward. The reason for this is that
the desire of ‘service’ for the child sprouts out of ‘mother-love’.
The word ‘sprout’ deserves attention.
1

Love and affection, and the taste of yearning, have welled up within.

(290)

We carry out rest of the services according to external motivation or our
own inclinations. But when a child is born, a ‘fountain’ of ‘mother-love’
spontaneously wells up in the innermost consciousness of the mother’s mind and it
is with this ‘love-feeling’ that the service and nurturing of the child is done very
well.
It is this ‘feeling’ or urge of ‘mother-love’ that guides and assists the—
Nurturing and upbringing
Hugging and cuddling
Playing
Growing up
Good wishes
Sympathy etc
for the child throughout his life even though he commits many wrongs and
is much older.
The service or good that we do in this materialistic realm with ego-ridden
mind has behind it a degree of self-interest, desire, sensuality or there is hidden
hunger for hurrah!(applause). For this reason the value of such service in the
materialistic realm is assessed according to karmic law—but in the spiritual realm
or Divine Court, these have no reach or are not taken into account.
As an example when an assessment was made of two souls in the divine
court—one ‘rich’ and the other ‘poor’ – the soul of the rich had great hope that it
will receive respect, love and honour – because the rich man had built many
schools, colleges, libraries, orphanages, hostels for widows, religious places in this
world
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and also carried out numerous recitation-worships, rites-rituals, donations to
charity. But despite this, there was no account of ‘spiritual service’ in the record of
the god of justice (dharamrai). He was told that whatever donations he had given to
charity and whatever good he had done in this world—all their ‘fruit’ or
‘compensation’ he had received in this materialistic realm in the form of praise and
hurrah! Hurrah! There was no ‘account’ of his in the ‘spiritual account’—because
he had not sacrificed his ‘self’ to do service without expecting reward. All his egoridden ‘good deeds’ were already paid for or settled in the materialistic realm.
1

One who serves in egotism is not accepted or approved.
Such a person is born, only to die again, and come and go in reincarnation.
(1070)

2

Those who make pilgrimages to sacred shrines, observe ritualistic fasts
and make donations to charity while still taking pride in their minds
- O Nanak, their actions are useless, like the elephant, who takes a bath, and
then rolls in the dust.
(1428)

But the poor ‘soul’ despite being in very poor condition, did whatever little
service he could by sacrificing his ‘self’ without expecting reward—this service
was accounted for in the Lord’s court and there, he was given honour-respect and
he also became the beneficiary of other blessings.
3

He who makes an offering of even a shell before the True Guru with loving worship and
faith, the True Guru blesses him with the countless treasures of invaluable wealth (that
is Naam).
KBG 111

All the above discussions are limited to services prevalent in the doubt-fallacy of
the triguni (three-phased) materialistic realm.
Beyond the trigun, the service of the divine realm is different – it is the play of
pure spiritual status. Behind the service of spiritual realm there is no--Self-interest
Public opinion
Imitation
Compulsion
Sensualness
Desire
Fear-dread
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Egotism
Me-miness
of any kind.
This divine service of
rising above the second love,
the non-existence of egotism,
becoming purchased slave,
sacrificing one’s self,
becoming obedient servant.
is (indeed) the cultivation of ‘hukam’ (divine law or command)
1.

I am Your purchased slave, O True Lord Master.
My soul and body, and all of this, everything is Yours.

(396)

2.

But if he eliminates his self-conceit and then performs service, he shall be honored.
(474)

3.

I am Your slave, Your bonded servant, and so I am called fortunate.
I sold myself at Your store in exchange for the Guru's Word; whatever You link me to,
to that I am linked.
(991)

4.

He does that which pleases his Lord and Master. Inwardly and outwardly, the servant
knows his Lord.
(101)

This divine service can only be carried out –
By becoming intoxicated in the intoxicant
By becoming in tune with the will
By becoming the divine weapon
of--Love
Affection
Eagerness
Yearning
Love of inner self
of the satguru (true guru).
5.
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The sevadar performs selfless service when he is pleased, and confirmed in the True
Word of the Shabad.
(767)
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1.

O Nanak, he alone is called a selfless servant, who remains lovingly attuned to the True
Lord.
(1251)

2.

The Beloved Himself commits some to His service; He Himself blesses them with the
joy of devotional worship.
(606)

3.

He Himself enjoins us to serve Him, and He Himself blesses us with forgiveness. (653)

4.

That servant, who performs the Lord's service, O Nanak, is the slave of the Lord
Master.
(400)

It is such liberated service without expecting reward that can be truly said to be
‘spiritual service’ or ‘service of the Guru’.

5

One who performs selfless service, without thought of reward,
shall attain his Lord and Master.
(286)

In Gurbani such lofty-pure, untainted, liberated ‘spiritual service’ of the divine
realm is described and praised thus--6

I will accept the Will of the True Guru, and eradicate selfishness from within.
By this work and service, the Naam shall come to dwell within my mind.

(34)

7

Fruitful and rewarding is that service, which is pleasing to the Guru's Mind.

(314)

8

Day and night, remain content with the Naam, the Name of the Lord; that is the true
service.
(421)

9.

Liberation, comfort and proper lifestyle come from serving You; You alone cause us to
serve You.
(749)

10. Those who serve their True Guru, who contemplate the Word of the Guru's Shabad,
who honor and obey the Will of the True Guru, who keep the Lord's Name enshrined
within their hearts,
(1415)

Whose ‘service’ should be done?
In reply Gurbani advises thus—
11

O my mind, serve God, the Giver of all peace; serving Him, you shall come to dwell in
your own home deep within.
(170)

12. Work for the One Lord; no one returns empty-handed from Him.
When the Lord abides within your mind, body, mouth and heart, then whatever you
desire shall come to pass.
(255)
13
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O Nanak, serve the Guru, the Lord Incarnate; the Blessed Vision of His Darshan is
profitable, and in the end, you shall not be called to account. (306)
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1. Serve the Saints with loving faith, and set aside your pride and stubbornness.

(498)

2.

I am the slave, the servant of the Guru's Sikhs, who meditate on the Lord God, the
Primal Being, night and day.
(493)

3.

I wash the feet of those who walk upon Your Path.

4.

I perform service for Your slave, O Lord, and wipe his feet with my hair.

5.

I serve His humble servants, and speak with them, and abide with them.

6.

It is so painful to serve only mortal beings.
Service to the Holy brings lasting peace and bliss.

7.

(102)
(810)
(828)

(1182)

Come, O my companions, let us dedicate ourselves to serving the Saints.
Let us grind their corn, wash their feet and so renounce our self-conceit.

(457)

8.

Kabeer, it is good to perform selfless service for two - the Saints and the Lord.
The Lord is the Giver of liberation, and the Saint inspires us to chant the Naam. (1373)

9.

Gurmukhs serve the Sikhs considering them their parents, brothers and friends.
VBG 5/2

10. The way of learning the conduct of a Sikh of the Guru is that one should be the holy
congregation.
VBG 28/4

Apart from such lofty-pure liberated spiritual service, any other type of service
is not accepted in the spiritual realm.
11.

One whose mind does not embrace love for the Naam
shall go to hell, even though he may perform millions of ceremonial rituals.

(240)

12. Forsaking God, and serving another, one's honor, dignity and reputation are decreased.
(497)
13

Without devotional worship of the Lord, service is useless.

(1158)

14

False, false, false, false is all other service.

(1166)

15. Life is wasted uselessly in the service of duality.
No efforts shall be rewarded, and no works brought to fruition.

(1182)

Without service, this human –birth is wasted and is cursed and damned.
Gurbani has given us strong warning about this---
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1.

Those who have not served the True Guru-why did they even bother to come into the
world?
They are bound and gagged and beaten at Death's door, but no one hears their shrieks
and cries.
They waste their lives uselessly; they die and are reincarnated over and over again. 69

2.

Those who do not serve the True Guru-why did they even come into this world?
Cursed are their lives; they have uselessly wasted this human life.
129

3.

Those who do not serve the True Guru do not embrace love for the Word of the Shabad
They do not meditate on the Celestial Naam, the Name of the Lord - why did they even
bother to come into the world?
(512).

4.

Without serving the True Guru, the deeds which are done are only chains binding the soul.
Without serving the True Guru, they find no place of rest. They die, only to be born again they
continue coming and going.
Without serving the True Guru, their speech is insipid. They do not enshrine the Naam,
Name of the Lord, in the mind.
O Nanak, without serving the True Guru, they are bound and gagged, and beaten in the City of
Death; they depart with blackened faces.
(552)

5.

Without serving the True Guru, the Naam is not obtained. You can read until you are
exhausted, but you shall not find peace and tranquility.
(1046)

6.

Cursed, cursed is the self-willed manmukh, who wastes his life away.
He does not serve the Perfect Guru; he does not love the Name of the Lord. 1131

7.

Without serving the Guru, there is no devotional worship,
even though one may make all sorts of efforts.

(1342)

8

Kabeer, those houses in which neither the Holy nor the Lord are served.
those houses are like cremation grounds; demons dwell within them. (1374)

9.

Those who do not serve the True Guru, the Primal Being, and do not reflect upon the
Word of the Shabad.
- do not call them human beings; they are just animals and stupid beasts. 1418

10. Without service, cursed are the heads, and feet, and useless are other deeds.
VBG 27/10

Lofty-pure spiritual service has been highly praised in Gurbani . From among
many merits of such service a few brief ones are being mentioned below--Naam is obtained with the carrying out of spiritual service--11. Those who serve the True Guru obtain the Treasure of the Naam.

26

12. Serving the Guru, the Name is obtained, and one remains absorbed in the True Lord.
(33)
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1.

Serving the True Guru, peace is obtained. The True Name is the Treasure of
Excellence.
(86)

2.

Serving his True Guru, one obtains the Naam, the Name of the Infinite Lord. 313

3.

Fruitful is service to the True Guru, if one does so with a sincere mind.
The treasure of the Naam, is obtained, and the mind comes to be free of anxiety. (552)

Through ‘service’ ‘Naam’ resides in the mind-4.

Serving the True Guru, one becomes acceptable.
O Nanak, the Naam dwells deep within the heart; by Guru's Grace, it is obtained. (129)

5.

Serving the True Guru, the Naam comes to abide in the mind, and doubts and
fears run away.
590

6.

Serving the True Guru, the Naam shall dwell in your conscious mind. 832

7.

There is no other profit as great as service to the Guru.
The Naam abides within my mind, and I praise the Naam.

1062

By (we) doing ‘service’, the ‘Lord’ himself abides in the mind-8.

Serving the True Guru, the Lord abides within the mind, and no trace of filth shall
attach itself to you.
(69)

9.

Service to the Guru is the most excellent and sublime penance of penances.
The Dear Lord dwells in the mind, and all suffering departs.
(423)

10. Serving the Perfect Guru, one becomes carefree, enshrining the Lord within the mind.
(600)

It is indeed by doing lofty-pure spiritual service that one gets assimilated into the
‘truth’ or ‘Naam’-11. Those who serve, those who serve my Dear Lord, are absorbed into the Being of the
Lord, Har, Har.
11
12. They obtain glorious greatness by serving the Guru.
O Nanak, those who are attuned to the Name are absorbed in the Lord's Name. (160)
13. Those who serve the Lord, find peace; they are absorbed in the Name of the Lord. 849

By doing ‘service’ Lord’s relish’ is obtained too-14. Those who serve the True Guru obtain the Treasure of the Naam.
Deep within, they are drenched with the Essence of the Lord, and the egotistical pride
of the mind is subdued.
(26)
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1.

They serve the Guru, and the Lord dwells within their minds; they intuitively drink in
the sublime essence of the Lord.
(128)

2.

Whoever serves the True Lord finds joy.
O Nanak, he is intuitively absorbed in the Naam, the Name of the Lord.

1174

Through ‘service’ ‘God’s –Vision’ is easily obtained—
3
4.

Smear your body with the ashes of dedicated service,
and live in the home of peace - make this your religious order.

411

Meditate on the Lord, O my friends and companions.
Serving the True Guru, you shall behold God with your eyes.

416

5

Your servant, whom You bless with Your service, is satisfied and fulfilled. 610

6.

The servant of the Lord, Har, Har, is committed to His service; He sees God pervading
the entire expanse of the universe.
(982)

By doing ‘service’ ‘egotism’ is also eradicated—
7.
8.
9

In the Guru's service is reflection upon the Shabad.
Subduing ego, practice pure actions.

223

Prays Nanak, listen, O Siblings of Destiny!
Serve the True Guru, and the filth of your ego shall be gone.

852

He serves his True Guru forever, and egotism is eradicated from within.
1044

Through ‘service’ the mind becomes clean-10

Applying oneself to the service of the Guru, the mind is purified, and peace is obtained.
(61)
11. Serving the Guru, the mind becomes immaculately pure, and the darkness of spiritual
ignorance is dispelled.
593
12. Serving the Guru, one becomes immaculate.
13. Performing true service to the Holy,
the mortal's mind is purified.

664
(898)

With the doing of ‘service’ ‘SINS’ are eradicated too-14. Millions of sins are erased, by serving You; the Blessed Vision of Your Darshan drives
away sorrow.
15. Those Saints and devotees who serve the Lord have all their sins washed away. 529
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1.

By great good fortune, one meets the Divine Guru.
Millions of sins are erased by serving the Lord.

684

With the doing of service desires get erased too—
2.
3.

One who serves the Lord obtains the fruits of his rewards; all of his hunger is satisfied.
(590)
O my mind, serve the Lord, the Giver of peace; serving Him, all your hunger shall
depart.
(860)

4.

The glory of serving the True Guru is that it eradicates hunger and thirst.

1044

5.

Serving the Guru, I obtain the Ambrosial Fruit; my egotism and desire have been
quenched.
1155

Through service we are liberated from ‘sufferings’—
6.

Those who serve You, are not touched by fear or suffering.

724

7.

Serving the Guru, pain does not afflict anyone.

865

8.

All sorrows are erased, by serving the Guru; O Nanak, the Naam is our only Friend and
Companion.
1127

9.

One who serves the Guru does not suffer in pain.

1142

By doing service eternal peace is obtained—
10. Serving the Guru, I have found eternal peace;

110

11. The peace which is obtained by serving God, the Lord of the Universe - that peace
cannot be found in kingdoms or power.
(336)
12. Those who serve their Beloved True Guru obtain eternal peace.

451

By doing service mind’s desired fruits can be obtained as well—
13. Serving the True Guru brings a deep and profound peace, and one's desires are
fulfilled.
31
14

Serving the True Guru, all things are obtained.
As are the desires one harbors, so are the rewards one receives.

(116)

15. Serving the Lord, you shall obtain the fruits of your heart's desires; serving another,
your life shall pass away in vain.
(490)
16. Service to my Lord and Master is fruitful and rewarding; from Him, you shall obtain the
fruits of your mind's desires.
(1218)
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Human birth is successful with the doing of service—
1.

Some wait upon and serve the True Guru; they embrace love for the Lord's Name.
O Nanak, they reform their lives, and redeem their generations as well.
552

2.

How blessed and approved is his coming into the world, O Siblings of Destiny, who
focuses his mind on serving the Guru.
603

3.

I fall at the feet of those who serve their True Guru, O Siblings of Destiny.
I have fulfilled my life, O Siblings of Destiny, and my family has been saved as well.
(638)
But if the mortal serves his True Guru, his coming into the world is judged to be
worthwhile.
(1283)

4

Praise-honour is obtained too in the Lord’s Court with the doing of service—
5.

Whoever serves the True Guru is blessed with glorious greatness, and honored in the
Court of the True Lord.
(1063)

6.

Those who serve the True Guru, are embellished and exalted in the Court of their Lord
and Master.
(1285)

7.

God's servants are embellished and exalted in His Court;
serving Him, they look beauteous forever.

1139

The transmigration of souls or the cycle of births-deaths, ends with the doing
of service---8.

Serving the True Guru, one finds a lasting peace; the pains of birth and death are
removed.
(587)

9.

If one serves the True Guru, then he obtains peace, O Siblings of Destiny; his comings
and goings are ended.
(635)

10. O Nanak, those humble beings are true and approved, who serve their True Guru.
They remain absorbed in the Name of the Lord, and their comings and goings cease.
(648)
11 Serving the Guru, peace is produced, and then, one does not suffer in pain.
The cycle of birth and death is brought to an end, and death has no power over at all.
(651)
12. Whoever works for the Lord's devotees and sings His Praises - his pains of birth and
death are taken away.
(1206)
Through service, the condolatory call of yamas (couriers of death) ceases too—
13. In His Grace, the Guru engaged me in the Lord's service, and then, the Messenger of
Death gave up pursuing me.
(701)
14. Those who serve the True Guru, are transformed from powerless into powerful. With
every breath and morsel of food, the Lord abides in their minds forever, and the
Messenger of Death cannot even see them.
(854)
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1.

Serve the Guru, O mind, and associate with the humble servants of the Lord.
The tyrannical Messenger of Death cannot touch you, and the serpent of Maya cannot
sting you, when you drink in the sublime essence of the Lord.
(905)

2.

Those humble beings who serve the True Guru are true. He snaps the noose of death
from around their necks.
(1053)

By doing sewa we also get liberated from bondages (of attachments)—
3.

Says Kabeer, you shall not be saved like this, O crazy mind; only by serving the Lord will
you find release.
(336)

4.

He alone serves the Guru, whom the Lord Himself inspires to do so.
O Nanak, offering his head, one is emancipated, and honored in the Court of the Lord. (421)

Evil-mindedness is eradicated too with the doing of service—
5.

Serving the True Guru, duality and evil-mindedness are taken away.
Guilty mistakes are erased, and the sinful intellect is cleansed.

Awareness of one’s self is obtained through doing service-6.

Serving the True Guru, understanding is obtained,
and then, one is not attached to the love of duality.

362

7

Serving the Guru, I have come to understand myself.

415

8

Serving the Guru, one comes to know the three worlds.
Understanding his own self, he obtains the Lord.

423
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